Careers in Sociology and Anthropology

(1) Do you like working with people? Is what people do something that interests you?
   → consider a career in Sociology or Anthropology

(2) Which do you prefer?
(a) working with people from different cultural backgrounds?
   → consider a career in Anthropology
(b) working on contemporary social problems like crime, health, poverty, etc.
   → consider a career in Sociology

(3) What if I am interested in both?
   → you can major in Anthropology and minor in Sociology or vice-versa

(4) What sort of careers are available in Sociology?
   → government or social agency manager
   → government or social agency research and planning staff
   → community outreach and community organizations
   → analyst for Census Bureau, Government Accountability Office, Department of Justice, etc.
      → going on to a MA at UTEP and teaching at El Paso Community College
      → going on to a Ph.D. and doing advanced teaching and research

(5) What sort of careers are available in Anthropology?
   → community outreach and community organizations
   → government or social agency managers
   → especially work with immigrants and culturally distinctive groups
   → museums and other cultural heritage sites
   → contract archeology (many jobs available)
   → going on to a Ph.D. and doing advanced teaching and research

(6) Who can I talk with to learn more?

Contact: soci@utep.edu
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